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Proposed Preferred Routes

Public and Rider

Benefits

O&M Cost Estimates Complexity in

Development and

Implementation

Consistency with

Intercity Passenger

Rail Projects

Capital Cost

Estimates

Using the dots to the left, place the sticky dot on the “Category” that should be considered when

developing an implementation phasing plan. Please limit to 3 sticky dots.
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What parameters are the most important to consider for prioritization?
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The possibility of working

with states to make

investments to directly

serve more people. For

example in Utah, new

infrastructure that would

allow trains to directly serve

communities like Logan,

Cedar City, and St. George.

Environmental

benefits (reduced

VMTs, reduced

emissions per pax

mile, $$ saved cost-

of-carbon, e.g.)

Economic

Stimulus by

county from

capital spending

(e.g.,

construction)

Cooperativeness

of host railroad

(e.g., CP vs CSX)

Likely future innovations

-- e.g. AAM, HSR, other

significant mobility

impacts on the horizon

(particularly if you are

considering a

potentially  long

implementation

timeline)

Level of State/

Local support

(particularly in

funding)

Condition of

existing

infrastructure

Competitiveness

with drive times

Public Benefits:

Increased local

tax revenues

(sales taxes,

e.g.)

More than just new

markets, weight for

the size of new

markets served,

and also of new

city pairs served.

Need for new

physical

connections

(between RRs,

etc.) 

Number of

Justice40/tribal

residents

served (equity

considerations)

Need for

new ROW

Pretty important

to prioritize one

or two easy to

implement lines.

Whether the

corridor overlaps

with any existing

service or

potential future

service

Connectivity

hub

opportunities

Cost and

complexity of

Environmental

Clearance

Part 2

the current state of

the existing

infrastructure will

impact the timeline

and the cost of

deployment

Operational and

connectivity

efficiencies with

existing LD

network

Creating multimodal

hubs and new

operational hubs to

strength and

improve the LD

network

GHG reduction,

economic

development,

job creations

and real estate

development

These are the costs

that will be around

"forever". I'd like to

downplay the capital

costs, i.e., "just get it

built if it makes sense

to run it.

Evaluation Criteria

Early

implementation

of key routes 

Corridor ID

Selections for LD

routes  Benefits

to state

supported

servuces

Provide input on the sticky notes below for any other examples you think should be considered.
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Part 3 What other examples should be considered?

Capital access

charges fir

freught in liew of

major capital

charges up front

Other Criteria
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